
Barber Orchestra Stage #1 Notes 
 
Hello Chorus Friends, 
 
Thanks again for another wonderful rehearsal.  Sorry I won’t get to see you folks tonight, but looking 
forward to Tuesday!  Please don’t hesitate to reach out with question at gregory.boyle@dallasopera.org 
 
 
 
CORO (Bryce + Andrew) please STAND when the Count enters and join your friends up center 

(downstage of the open arch area).  This is just after Fiorello wakes Andrew up from 
sleeping on the fountain. 

 
CORO Thank you for the grumbling!  Keep it up!  Again, a reminder it is when you cross from SL 

to the fountain and again when the Count makes you move back. 
 
CORO Remember to always keep your hands engaged when chasing the Count around for 

more money.  He was cheap and didn’t pay you enough!  Especially when he throws the 
pouch of money and (Donald) starts handing out more coins, get in there and get more 
money!  You should always be engaged with your arms out trying to make as much 
money as you can! 

 
CORO In the Act I Finale Entrance, the two lines should be equal numbers now, so please gage 

the person across the stage from you so you enter together and very military like.  Stage 
Management will mark an area on the stage so you both start from the same location.  
(Armon, Travis, Chris) please make sure you spread out upstage enough so you don’t 
leave too much room in front of (Rick). 

 
CORO In the Act I Finale, when you cross into your two horizontal lines, please put your arms 

behind your back like a proper military soldier! “Vado ognun” 
 
CORO Fantastic job with the dead bug look after the gunshot!  It is truly hilarious!   
 
CORO I know we started and stopped a bunch, but however you sorted it out the first time for 

the Alternando up and downs was perfect!  Talk with one other to get on the same 
page, but Group 1 (lead by Travis) is the first group to go down. 

 
CORO Act 2 finale – the move from your big semi-circle to your upstage lines should happen at 

on the 3rd measure of p454  (the more decorated version of the phrase).  So you have 4 
full measures before you begin the “slow step downstage” maneuver.  

 
CORO  Act 2 finale – your final move – Reminder: you should begin creeping upstage 

immediately after you finish the dance step…. You should make it almost to the Rossini 
portrait. Pg 458.  And then after the vocal cut off, turn around and rush up there.   
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